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Welcome to my very first newsletter!  So

many things are happening right now, so

let's dive right in.

 

You know how I am glacially slow at, well,

everything? My wonderful husband has

devised a way to improve the sound

quality in my workspace, and therefore cut

back on editing and mastering time.  Say

hello to my new Office/Recording Studio!

 We rearranged my office, added a

plexiglass sound barrier over the window,

and added decorative sound panels to the

walls and ceiling to absorb any stray

sound. We finished this last weekend, and I

am super excited to begin audio

production of "Everyone Dies at the End"

by Riley Amos Westbook and the 4th book

in April Aasheim's Daughters of Dark Root

Series, "The Curse of Dark Root: Part 2"

Office/Studio renovation

project
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The Curse of Dark Root: Part
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Website Revamp: New short
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The sound panels look great and my
glasses make me look smart.



The economic shutdown due to the current global novel

coronavirus pandemic manifested as a time for me to pause

and reflect, to learn and grow personally and creatively.  The

outbreak began shortly after my 50th birthday and has brought

with it such political and social upheaval, that it has been

difficult for me to keep up. 

 

Don't get me wrong: I am  horrified by the loss of life,

disgusted by the insane conspiracy theories, and outraged by

the utter lack of compassion and casual cruelty exhibited by

so many.  But I am also hopeful that the chaos advances the

quest of marginalized people to finally get some modicum of

the justice and equity that has been denied them for so very

long.  As I wrote in one of my early blogs, destruction can be a

powerful tool and sometimes we just need to light the fuse.

 

I am not the same person I was when I began this journey, and

I want my platform to reflect that.  So I'm lighting the fuse and

reimagining TawnKrakowski.com to be a better reflection of

who I am. 

 

In addition to monthly newsletters, I'm initially planning a

weekly short story series (details soon) and re-releasing Kai's

Inquisition as Envoy: Inquisition Book 1 (Cover by Sanja Balan)

Under
Construction

Last month, I completed and released the third

audiobook installment of April Aasheim's Daughters of

Dark Root series, "The Curse of Dark Root: Part 1" and I

couldn't be more excited about it!

Audiobook Release

"Welcome to Dark Root--Magick.

Mystery. Witchcraft."

 

-- April Aasheim

In the third installment of The Daughters of Dark Root

series, Maggie's life is endangered by a malicious curse.

Her only chance at saving herself and the life of her

unborn child is to reveal the memories kept within a set

of crystal globes. They alone hold the key to Dark Root’s

secret past, and who she really is.

 

Audiobooks in the Dark Root Series:

The Witches of Dark Root (available HERE)

The Magick of Dark Root (available HERE)

The Curse of Dark Root: Part One (available HERE)

The Curse of Dark Root: Part Two (COMING SOON)

The Shadows of Dark Root (future audio project)
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https://tawnkrakowski.com/2012/04/04/the-a-to-z-blogging-challenge-an-unsanctioned-imitation-day-4-d-is-for-destruction/
https://www.facebook.com/sanjabcovers/
https://www.audible.com/pd/B07K1PWDH5/?source_code=AUDFPWS0223189MWU-BK-ACX0-132135&ref=acx_bty_BK_ACX0_132135_pd_us
https://www.audible.com/pd/B07T8C8WH1/?source_code=AUDFPWS0223189MWU-BK-ACX0-155677&ref=acx_bty_BK_ACX0_155677_pd_us
https://www.audible.com/pd/B087WGZ2HP/?source_code=AUDFPWS0223189MWU-BK-ACX0-194382&ref=acx_bty_BK_ACX0_194382_pd_us
https://www.audible.com/pd/B087WGZ2HP/?source_code=AUDFPWS0223189MWU-BK-ACX0-194382&ref=acx_bty_BK_ACX0_194382_pd_us

